**Director’s Note:**

Do you believe in love? Do you believe love exists?

Some people say love happens through constant psychological hints. You THINK you love someone, and BOOM, you do. But the moment you stop thinking it, you have lost it. Therefore love doesn’t exist.

Some people say love is economy. Or to be precise, that marriage is economy. Love is what we use to validate marriage—it’s like a token. If you find a person who has the best potential for gain, you find love! A token can be either physical or logical, therefore maybe love exists.

Some people say love is as simple as chemical reactions. The sensors in your nose collect some hormonal molecules from someone nearby—hmmmm, they smell sooo good—you fall in love. The good thing about this one is, at least the hormonal molecules exist. Therefore love exists!

What’s your approach to love then? Is it constant sex in search of pleasure? Is it living through fantasies, regardless of how violent, how kinky they are? But does love have to be pleasurable? Or can it ever be?

To be able to love means to be brave enough to take the risk of being hurt, feeling lonely and facing the loss. We are human, so we have a spectrum of feelings, which means there are plenty of unpleasant and nasty ones. In searching for love, we need to live through all of them, good or bad. However, I still wish everyone would be willing to find love and capable to love.

---
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